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Figure 1: The system calculates shading matched to the scene from a hand automatically in real time (left). The ringing artifact seen at the
bottom left boundary, which typically appears when there are not enough sample points, disappeared by imposing regularization (right).

1 Introduction

To render computer graphics (CG) objects realistically in the real
world, it is important to match their shadings to the scene. Exist-
ing methods to achieve such realism are not applicable to realtime
consumer augmented reality (AR). Debevec’s method requires a
mirrored sphere, which ordinary consumers do not have [Debevec
1998]. Karsh’s method requires user annotation, which makes it
difficult to use in a realtime application [Karsch et al. 2011].

Here, we propose a shading derivation method utilizing the human
hand as a light probe. We chose to use the hand since hands are
readily available if people are present. The system we implemented
the method into automatically detects the hand, calculates shading
in realtime, and is easy to use. The method is suitable for consumer
applications since it can be implemented into a system merely by
using a commercial RGB-D sensor.

2 Our Method

The method is based on regularized spherical harmonic (SH) re-
gression that is modified from [Yao et al. 2012] to enable it to work
in realtime. For every point of a hand, we take the luminance value
Li (i is an index) and surface normal (θi, φi), and calculate SH
weights wm

l , (0 ≤ l ≤ 2) as follows.
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,where e(wm
l ) is an error term and λr(wm

l ) is a regularization term.
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According to [Ramamoorthi and Hanrahan 2001], the ratio of SH
weight magnitudes should be around the ratio of Âl when they
model irradiance or diffuse shading. The regularization is imposed
so that the weights will satisfy this condition. The regularization
weakens ringing artifacts that typically appear when there are not
enough sample points (see Fig.1 (right)).

Since the minimization operation shown as (1) above can calculate
SH weights in a single step, our method is suitable for realtime
applications. This is different from the method reported in [Yao
et al. 2012] which requires iterative calculation.

3 Implementation

We developed a system that combined our method with hand track-
ing by using an RGB-D sensor, ASUS Xtion Pro Live. The system
tracks a hand and derives its area by using hue and depth differ-
ences. Then, from the luminance values and surface normals of the
points in the area, it uses our method to calculate shading in re-
altime and then uses the shading to render CG objects (see Fig.1
(left)). Since this system also utilizes the hand as a geometrical
probe, it can place CG objects at the position where the hand was
with shading matched to the position. To use this system, users
only need to place a hand in front of an RGB-D sensor. This ease
of use creates possibilities for using our method in consumer AR
applications involving persons such as virtual fitting.
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